1. This paper deals with a space V4 of four dimensions which admits minimal geodesics as paths of rays of lights, that is curves for which dx? dxi 9ij d°1 ds ds(1 This means that the symmetric metric tensor gij is not positive definite.
The equation of geodesics in V4 iSl d2Xi dxi dXk ds2 + jkf ds ds (2) The second term in this equation stands for the sum of terms as j and k take the values 1 to 4. This convention is used throughout this paper, namely that when in a term the same letter enters as a subscript and superscript, it means that the one term stands for the sum of terms as the index takes the values 1 to 4.
We put which when k is replaced by i becomes X1,JiX = 0 (7) where xi j = x -X k {n} (8) which is the covariant derivative of Xi with respect to x'A By means of equation (3) the equation (1) becomes giXixj = 0 (9) which in accordance with equation (6) becomes XiXi = 0. (10) 3. When equation (10) Since the covariant derivative of gik is equal to zero,3 we have X Xt = Xi(gikXk),j = Aigikj = XXkj Hence the above equation is equal to twice the equation
In accordance with equation (10), equations (7) and (11) (12) is multiplied by g k and summed for i and it is noted that the covariant derivative of gik is equal to zero, the result is ikXij = (gikX,)j = X j = aXkXj + bXkk.j + CXjik.
When in this equation k is replaced by i, the result is Xj = aXiXj + bXiAj + cjshX. (14) We take analogously to equation (12), the equation Afj = epjj + .f,.ijX + g9j.iX (15) where e, f, and g are constants.
When equation (13) which is satisfied by the expression (15) for /1fj by means of equations (13) and (16). 4. When equation (12) (17) When the expressions for the covariant derivatives of IA's of the type of equation (15) are substituted in this equation, the result is XhRA-li = (ab -ac + bg -bf + cg)X(X0k -XkAj) + (ce -e2)1(JAisk -tkMj), (18) For f = g = 0 and ab -ac replaced by ab this equation becomes X hRik = ab~(XAJk -kkj) + (ce -e2)A i(XjM -XkMj). (21) is contracted for h and k, the result is6 Rij = abVhShXiXi -abXgeAj + (ce -e2)Mf(XJV"Ah -AU). (1) and the fact that X' is a null-vector, the result is
and equation (24) becomes Rij = -koXiAXj.
We replace equation (22) 
